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(i) controlled formation of covalent...(中
略)... (iv) molecular assembly. 
(1) controlled formation of covalent...(中




2 頁 29 から 31 行目 2 頁 29 から 30 行目 
A monomer is caused to react with..(中
略)..connected monomers. 
A monomer is connected covalently ..(中
略)..the other monomer.1 
3 頁 18 から 24 行目 3 頁 17 から 22 行目 
The third strategy relies on...(中略)... reach 
the thermodynamic minimum. 
The third strategy relies on ...(中略)... the 
stable state, or minimum.  
4 頁 10 から 20 行目 4 頁 8 から 17 行目 
The fourth strategy is the main theme in 
this thesis..( 中 略 )... together in an 
aggregate.  
The fourth strategy is the main theme in this 
thesis,..(中略)..., formation of molecules.  
4 頁 34 から 5 頁 4 行目 4 頁 30 から 36 行目 
To obtain the final self-assembly to be 
stable...(中略)... favorable reactions. 
To render the resulting self-assembly higher 
stable,...(中略)... favorable reactions.1 
5 頁 29 から 6 頁 1 行目  5 頁 25 から 32 行目。 
TMV comprises 2130 protein units (中略) 
in the virtue of assembly and disassembly. 
TMV consists of 2130 proteins...(中略)...A 
the assembling is reversible dynamically.
1
 
6 頁 15 から 7 頁 2 行目 6 頁 11 から 22 行目 
Self-assembly often  ...(中略 )... Being 
stimulated by this smart system…. 
The self-assembling system employs ...(中
略)...Being inspired by this smart system, ...  
12 頁 9 から 13 行目 12 頁 10 から 13 行目 
...of two particle, or simple model, ...(中
略)... conformations in one conformation 
contributes +0.7 kcal/mol (-TDS).  
...of two particle, the loss of ...(中略)... a 











These weak interactions, ...(中略)...in its 
famous double helix.  
The weak interactions govern the assembly 
of DNA in its famous double helix.  
6 頁 7 から 8 行目 6 頁 2 から 4 行目 
The disk subunits...(中略)...by addition of 
protein units. 
The disk as a subunit covers ...(中略)... by 
adding protein units. 
7 頁 9 から 10 行目 7 頁 6 行目 
...assembly is ...(中略)...surfaces of 
complementary shape. 
...assembly is minimum thermodynamically. 
10 頁 7 から 10 行目 10 頁 7 から 11 行目 
We must understand...（中略)...but it is 
much important in equilibrium condition. 
We need to understand...(中略 )... system 
governed by thermodynamic equilibrium. 
14 頁 13 から 28 行目 14 頁 12 から 25 行目 
DLS, SAXS, AUC.   Dynamic light.. (中
略)... require the powerful technique. 
DLS, SAXS, and AUC; In order to...(中
略)... which is widely used in a modern 
laboratory.  
18 頁 5 から 7 行目 18 頁 5 から 6 行目 
 2 
Supramolecular chemistry covers...( 中
略)... noncovalent interactions. 
Supramolecular chemistry is on the 
basis ...(中略)...the self-organization system. 
18 頁 10 から 12 行目 18 頁 8 から 11 行目 
 As we know it, the field started ...(中
略)...the crown ethers and the cryptands,31  
As we know it, this research field 




20 頁 3 から 8 行目 20 頁 3 から 7 行目 
Furthermore, they reported...(中略 )…the 
four porphyrins by a hopping mechanism.   
Furthermore, they achieved ...(中略)…four 









6 頁(Figure 4) 
13 頁冒頭(Table 4) 
14 頁(Figure 7) 
16 頁(Figure 9) 
17 頁(Figure 10) 
版権元から転載許可を取得し、図題や表
題にその旨を追加した。 
例：...adapted with permission from ref. 9. 
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